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Three Classes
in Department
of Chemistry

OF SECOND SEMESTER

I

Supervised by Chal'les Jordan;
Keep Chemical Display Case
on Third Floor

Study Organic Acids
Students Now Working on Special
Semester Projects; Choose
Own Topics
The chemistry department, under
the supervision of M'r Charles Jordan,
has three classes with a total enrollment of ninety-six. Although many
.. are well acquainted with this department, there are some who know very
little about it.
'~ eMr. Jordan hus been a teacher at
Pittsburg Senior High for only') one
ye'ar and a half; he came here from
'Gha!1ute, where he taught for two
years.
Making Study of Acids
The Chemistry classes are now
studying inorganic and organic acids
such as tartaric, citric, tannic, _and
oxalic acids. Several days were spent
this week in the laboratory making
, experiments , with the different acids.
Two days after an experim~nt is made
the results of the experiment must be
written and handed in
, Several'weeks before this semester
ends, each student will have' completed
some" speCial project. The student is
given a choice for his project. Some
are making cosmetics, some writing
themes \vhile others are making charts
~th a s,hort \explanation.
Any experiment concerning ehemistry can be made and reported on'
with ~n example of the result. These
special projects will be kept open for
Open House night.
, Motion Picture DenlOnstration
Al,,,I..l~Ul - A three reel picture describing the
making of Hammermill Bond paper
was shown the chemistty students
,during this year.
, In th~ northwest corner of the third
floor can be seen a glass case containing various things pertaining to
chemistry. The articles in this case
are changed from time to time. At
present a dieplay of marble is in the
case.
The chemistry department is comprised of two large rooms, one the
classroom, the other the laboratory
to conduct eqperiments in. There are
,also two very small rooms in which
the chemicals and larger apparatus
are housed.
When working in the laboratory
room, each couple has a desk. This
desk contains the apparatus and tools
with which to conduct the experiments. There are about nine desks
on each side of a long table.

Row Receives Honor
Council Will Sponsor Awards
Prize Book Review

for

Mr. Row, dramatics instructor of
Pittsburg Sen' l' High School, attended a meeting t Topeka, Saturday,
Feb. 11. Whil there he received the
honor of being! appointed to the executive committee of the State Council
of the Kansas Associaton of Teachers
of English.
According to Mr. Row, he is a member of the committee that is directing
a book review contest throughout the
state. Foul' times a year the K. A. T.
E. will offer a $5.00 prize for the best
book review of some book published
within the last two or three years.
The paper is not to exceed 300 words.
The committee will approve ~nd publish, every three months, a list of
these books sent in by Kansas high
school English students.
G. R. JOINT

MEE~ING

HELD

A program of home and outside
tll.lent was featured at the joint meetine of the Girl Reserves, which was
held February 15, in the high school
auditorium.
'
Harriet Ellen Carder from Lakeside played a violin solo with two
encore
numbers,
"Goofus"
and
"Underneath the Harlem Moon."
Ralph Ostoff entertained with a piano
solo.
Mia McPherson, supervisor of city
Il(lhools, read tWo short sketches, the
tint, "A scene From A Pullman
~n," and the other, "Little Rollo."
Mary Helen Austin read devotions.
II Bumgarner, pr sid nt of
or- mor Girl Re rv , pr -

I

An Wait for End

UI'sel Coulson, junior, at last became tired 'of inquiring when schoo'!
would encl,
Uours arc divided into minutes, and
minutes into seconds. Ursel took his
pencil in hand and figurcd up just how
many more seconds he would be required to attend school as a junior.
'To his disappointment he found that
the figures were larger than he expccted them to bc. All idcas of counting the length of school in smaller
things than seconds were given up
thcn.

Revive Dead Past
in Recent Survey

of Royalty Contest
In 1927 Freshies Won the King and
Queen Race; Broke Senior
Class Tradition

"Sun-Up" Name
of Junior Play
to Be Presented
Row Coaches Annual Presentation of Entirely Different
Variety

Ferns, DOl'sey Lead
Samc Authol' as That of "Moonshinc
and Honeysuclde;" Story
of Mountain Folks

The name of the annual junior play
which will be given March 25, in the
Eleven Members of Present Faculty
high school auditorium is remiJiI cent
Robert Dorfley
Mary Eileen Ferns
Once Were Graduated From
of a bE\ilutiful summer morning when
P. H. S.
all of nature is awakening once more
Business men as well as students
Robert Dorsey and Mary Eileen Ferns, who have been cho.
to the call of the sun. The title is
ar~ anxiously waiting to see who the
sen by William Row, dramatics, coach, to play the leading roles
The dead past isn't so dead for old "Sun-Up," a drama of three act9
1933 Purple and White king and queen
in the junior play "Sun-Up", which is to be given March 25, i!1
P. H. S. A recent survey reveals that carrying a cast of seven boys and
will be. The seniors, juniors, and sophthe high school auditorium, are" shown above.
eleven of the present members of the two girls. The author, Lula Vollmer,
omores all hope to be the winners.
Both have played leading parts in previous high school prohigh school faculty are graduate's of also \Vl'ote "Moonshine and HoneyIn 1925 the seniors upheld their
royal tradition by crowning Frances
the shrine of the Purple and White. suckle" which is broadcast every Sunductions. Mary Eileen Ferns played the part of Martha WashDavis, queen, and Harold Palmer,
Perhaps if the walls of the present day over the N. B. C. network,
ington in the Washington Bicentennial Pageant last year.
king. "Queen Cole," Viola Lochrie was
Scene Located In Carolina
building and the old, now Roosevelt
Robert played the masculine lead in "The Patsy," the Girl Rechosen from the senior class in 1926.
Junior high, could and would recollect
"Sun-Up" is a folk play which takes
serve play given last year.
The record was broken in 1927
and whisper to us some of the many place in the Carolina mountains in the
happenings that surely took place, we year 1917 during the World War.
when the freshmen won the king and
would have a means of retaliation. The story centers around Widow
queen race and crowned Jennett Helm ~>----------------------------::-----'0
Perhaps we could remind dear teacher Cagle, who is to be portrayed by
and Joe Rock. Flossie Groundwater,
of the times she or he didn't have his Mary Eileen Ferns; and her son Rufe,
queen, and Walter Russel, king, were
lessons and the uumber of times that
who will be characterized by Bob Dorselected from the senior class to head
a certain person (not you; the one bethe Annual in 1928. The seniors won
, s e y , "The Drama," says "A fine plot,
hind you) flunked.
full of incident; dialogue of rare
the race again in 1929 and crowned
. I~ ,one is carefuI~ he can catch the power, cut down to the bone and retheir l'epresentatives, Mary Fortino,
mdl~ldual teacher m a personal con- dolent ,of humor and sincere sentiqueen, and Frederick Haigler, king.
fesslOn such as that of Mr. Jordan,
t h
t
th t
b d
h
The year 1930 saw Florence Sears
.
" t
I ..
to
• men ; c arac ers a em 0 y enoug
sCIence ms ructor, exp ammg
one f
t' I h
't t
k th
and Dean Dyer ele~ted from the ~en. I
h
h
tch d 0 essen la umam y 0 rna e
em
of hiS c asses ow e once wa e 1'1 bl'
t 'j; . th U' "
ior class. In 1931 Chnton Phelps, kIng,
street-cal' workmen repair a broken I (U e.m .any s a e In • e mon..
and Mary Adele Brinn, queen, ruled
Charles Jordan Introduces No:v- Strong Teams, Undefeated in trolley Ijne while he occupied a "win- The JUl1lor cla~s seet;mngly .has lts
the Purple and White. They too, were
dow-side" seat in Miss Farner's Eng- share of talent m actmg, VOIce, deLeague Competition up_to
el Plan to Present Science
seniors. Last year Edna Black~tt and
lish class.
bate, and study. The production will
Now; Play Tonight
Classes
Clint Rankin, seniors, very eaSIly won
Others of the faculty probably have perhaps an "all-star" c~st, many
the kingship and queenship.
-'-could be "caught up" in the same of the players already beIng wellmanner if one would keep his ears known by outstanding work. Mr. Wilflopping.
liam Row, debate coach and instructor
•
•
•
Dreading Torture, a Large Number Pittsbufg-Fort Scott Game Is Other
Those instructors who may have in dramatics, who is coaching the
of Students Are Expected
One; Chanute ,and Indeponce (we hope) passed P. H. S. fam- play, apparently has excellent materiWilma Fletcher and Reba Caldwell
to Be Absent
ous English Essentials tests and their al with which _to work judging from
, endence Non-League
Elected Captains
specialities are as follows: Miss the members of "Sun Up."
"What color is that? Why, it's
Includes Fine Cast
The Southeast Kansas basketball Stamm American history and econAs a result of the ever-inc~'easing yellow." "I did not say it was orange race gets more and more interesting omics; , Mr.' Jordan, chemistry and
The cast is to include Widow Cagle,
membership of the G.'A. A., lt was Jast time' I remember distinctly I"
and' less questionable as the weeks physics; Miss FameI', English; Miss Mary E. Fems, a girl of most surnecessary at the regular mee~i~g,
Woe b~ unto us. Charles Jordan, go by, simply because such good Bailey, geometry; Miss Gable, cloth- prising ability in all fIelds; Emmy
Wednesday, February 15, to diVide science instructor has decid<:d to teams are entered.
ing; Miss Laney, French and Spanish; Todd, Wanda Sedoris, the little girl
the organization into two groups with make color tests i~ his many classes
Whether Columbus, Parsons, or any Miss Stepl1cns, study hall;, Miss who wanted her man in putting it
Wilma Fletcher and Reba Caldwell as to ascertain whether or not there are other team wins, its members cannot Waltz, American history and econom- Over;" Rufe Cagle, Bob Dorsey, who
captains. For this division each cap- any color-blind students in his flock. say that they had a soft time of it ics; Miss Hatton, commercial law; played one of the leads in "The Pattain cho?ses .a first and second tea~. Perhaps Instructor JordU1~ feels that by any means.
Miss Radell, Latin; and Miss Lanyon, sy;" Sheriff Dick Von Schriltz who is
For Jumpmg center?n Fletcher s his pupils aren't gaining a thorough
new in this field but was known in
The results last week left Parsons physical education for girls.
firllt team, Rose Mary Kimes was se- benefit from the multi-colored ties he out in front with fouL' wins ·'and Cofootball; Bud Todd, Jack McGlothlin,
lected with Florene Banks as the run- wears 01' maybe the test is' merely beanother old actor; stranger, Joe Howlumbus also in the lead with three
ning center. Juanita Lamb and Wilma ing carried on in the interest of sciard, who pla)'ed the cop in one of the
wins.
Fletcher hold down the positions of ence. Nevertheless, the helpless black
recent plays; Preacher Charles Vilr ,':\']1e ''Independence Bulldogs, chamforwards while Clysta Dudgeon and sheep (or are they midnight blue 1)
Pions of the S.E,IC. football'" Icague Ruth l\lartin Loses Pocketbook\Three mer, an old timer at business; Pap
Nl)ooma Breedlove are gua.:.~s.
a're about to be sacrificed upon the
Times 'I'his Year
Todd, Roger Bumann, one of the pair
who were supposed to have a good
On Caldwell's first team, Frances altar, of the rainbow. They know not
Bumann and Fennimore in "Missisteam this year, and has one, shoved
Ha~es ,and Vivi~n ,Alumbaugh sh0:-V the type of torture to be applied to
sippi Minstrel;" Bob a mountaineer,
The private life of Ruth Martin's Julian Shelton, one of Lakeside's
their skIll at makmg baskets and ElSIe them but they fear the worst. Many their ,~ay closer to the cellar by being
the
Chanute
high
school,
defeate'd
by
brown leather pocketbook has been gifted personages.
Oldham and Mae Wiley show theirs hopi.;g for a' last minute reprieve,
by_keeping the other team from scor- have begun calling the tyrant's atten- 24 to 21, in what must have been a an astoundingly adventuresome one.
Fourth Play of the Year
ing. At center, Caldwell jumps and tion to the severn I and varied colors thrilling battle, judging from the It is inclined to take numerous little
"Sun-Up" is the' fourth play to be
score.
I
trips, unannounced and with no fore- given by the Pittsburg Senior High
Maxine Shaw plays running center, that are represented in the torture
'rhe Pittsburg High School Dragons, warning. Miss Martin has reason to
Plans for a party to be held soon chamber but the command is spoken;
school this year, Despite the depreswho were idle last week, will be at believe, however, that the poor purse
were discussed at this meetng, but the test 'must go on.
sion, the other plays, the Girl ReFort
Scott
this
week
end
to
give
Fort
does not wandel' off on its own accord. serve, the Hi-Y, and the musical
nothing definite was announced.
Receives Color Blind Scntence
Scott a second lacing of the scason, On the contrary, all clues seem to
An accusing fingcr is pointing. An
sy "H
This is going to be a real task for point to kidnaping.
entire assembled company is hushed.
comedy all attracted large crowds
the
Snodgrassmen.
Twice during the last semester" and furnished plenty of entertainNow the judgc gives the prosecuting
But getting back to the Parsons- this frivolous purse has hid away ment. The juniors also offer a pleasPuzzle Too Much for Julio, Causing attorney a knowing wink. An interrogator leers a1l(1 flashes the question, Columbus struggle, we realize that and t\vice has been returned. A third ant evening with the "Sun-Up."
Him to Dream
,vith both teams at theil' best, the disappearance occured Monday night,
"Are you color-blind?"
I
There really should be something
The defendent shivers but no an- game should be a thrilling contest in the Colonial Theater. The Pittsand there is hardly a possibility of the burg police were called, but failed Sch~ldknecht
done about the jig-saw craze that is swer is forthcoming.
sweeping the nation. It is even disThe jury l'eturns and declares the game's being one-sided. Parsons will utterly in finding a clue of the missFormer Student Seriously Hurt While
turbing people in their sleep now.
state's prisonel' guiilty and the judge have 'their usual strong lineup and ing article.
The suspected kidnapers again
Boxing in I{ansas City
Othal Pence relates a recent in- passes a life sentence of color-blind- Columbus, who has two heavy scoring
forwards, will also have a strong line- made a clean get-a-away. Tuesday
cident that proves this statment. As ness.
night, however, the lost pocketbook
Oscar Schildknecht, a former gradthe story was told, Julio Bond was to
We lift our heads. Wonder of all up.
was found, The hideout proved to be uate of Pittsburg High School, was
spend the night at Othal's house. They wonders, the judge's hair has turned
an ash can at the back of the Colonial seriously injured last week in a boxboth wentl there immediately after pea green, We leave the courtroom ANN SAUNDERS OV.ERWORKS
Theater. 'The money it carried had, ing ring at Kansas City, when he and
school Friday evening. As soon as in a daze. Our beautiful new maroon
GETTING OUT OF WORK of course, been taken.
his opponent, "Chuck" Reinhart of Inthey reached their destination they car has been ekchanged for one of the
Miss Martin has stated that she dependence, Kansas, had a head-on
began working on a jig-saw puzzle same make bearing a dirty gray. The
Anne Saunders, the little red-haired
and continued to do so until 11:30 traffic police are wearing red uni- sophomore whom everybody knows, can no longer trust her poor purse, collision.
It is said that Oscar is suffering
that night, being intelTupted only forms! One minute the signal lights has a great sense of ingenuity for but 'viII carry another hereafter. She
once, and that for the evening meal. are purple and the next brown, The finding shortcuts in her work., Anne seems loath to blaine the date, Mon- from concusson of the brain and possiAt this time they decided to retire trees and lawns have suddcnly turn- is making a suit in clothing and the day the 18th, for its unfortunate end- bly a fractured skull. His match was
ing.
scheduled for six rounds but ended in
And so far into the wee hours of the ed blue.
width of the seams is very perplexthe third when Reinhart was awarded
morning, Othal was intermittently
Science Goes Forward
ing to hoI'. Miss Gable showed hel' TYPISTS GREATLY DISTRESSED a teehnical knockout. Both were welawakened by Julio, saying very enHow can we soond these horrid col- how to mark them with tailor's chalk,
terweights.
thusiastically, "Here it is Othal, I've lors the remainder of our days? Ah butMish'ess Anne thought of a better
Oscar has been fighting in Kansas
got the right piece."
From
all
the
groans,
speeches,
and
plan.
there is a handy bridge and a stream
City for the past year and a half. He
forlorn
looks
of
some
of
the
typing
She found out that the width of
of pink water I Well, goodby, cruel
has a brother, Rollln, Who has been
PLAN TO JUMP
world. We land with a thump. Why? her tape-line was just as wide as she students, an outsider would think fighting in Kansas City for the last
cruel h rd-h rted
We gasp for breath; verYthing p,asses wanted the seam; so, she calmly laid Miss Rimmer
Bob Gay, well known pllot of the into oblivion. A bell is clanging. That ill down the length of the material tyrant. She has been giving speed two years in the light heavyweight
Alma Mater has recently stated his must be the ambulance. We awaken and proceeded to stich along the edge. tests to her first year students. Don- division. Rollin is also a gr duate of
Pittsburg high School.
desire is to make a parachute jump. with a start and find ourselves on the
"Oh goody ill works," cried Miss ald Lane, 11 red-headed junior, recalls
the day that the f: ir instructor had
He says that he 'and Clayton Graves, floor gazing at the Indian blanket "Genius." And the suit m y fit.
the cruelty to give him one of the
Proverb
another ambitious P. H. S. birdman, that we bought last summer from thall
Not al~,pr~verbs hold wisdom. Som~
tormentors. The click, click of the
plan to make their debut as parachute I,ndian in Yellowstone Park. It is wound
A dimple is a slight depression or
jumpers sometime next summer. Ac- around oUl:lnecks and strangling us. dent in the surface of th human body machines started; and when Donald such as All s fair in love and w r.
cording to the two future p rachute Oh yes, this is the day for the color caused by the adber nee of the kin h d finished, he had typed six words hold clotted nonseIlJlC. Oonscienc.a minute and had only sev n rors. knowing wh t is right nd doing it-jumpers, th chief dr whack is the
til. Sci nee must eo torw d, you to the d p r ti au s, mOlt
quentis
better guide to conduct th n
co t 0{ 'chu~.
know,
I)' on the
k or chiD.
p ov rb •

Color Test to Be Parsons Meets
Administered to Columbus Team
Many Pupils for First Place
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Several Frightened

Only Two League Tilts

ooses earns

Purse Goes Touring

Finds Right Piece

Injured
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Corridor Echoes

J
::::

Mn. w. M
(at ,all"••
station): "Well, haven't you bought
the tickets yet?"
(Things I Never Knew Till Now)
Mr. WilHamn: "No.' Yow haven't
told me yet where we're spending our
The new war debt version: Fifty vacation."
million Frenchmen can't be wrung!
"Mother, I ad}lertized under a difGarbo said, "I tanlc I go home." ferent name that I would like to make
Another guy oft'ers a similar sentence the acquaintance of a refined gentleman with an eye to romance."
thusly: "I'm tanked-I go home."
"Margie! How awful II Did you get
Boston was once the capitol of New any answers?"
"Oniy one, from father."
Jersey.
Miss Stamn: "Thomas, where was
Ben Franklin thefted his ideas for the Declaration of Independence signalmanacs from other almanacs and ed? ."
became famous for his stolen wit.
'l'homas Exely: "At the bottom."
(Who hasn't?)
Ruth, "Jim, is the sheep the dumbThe present boundaries of Illinois est of all animals?"
violate the ordinance of 1787-1 don't
Jim, "Yes, my lamb."
care either.
Joe Tatham asked Wilmer Kratz
~ After-dinner speaking is taught to go walking with him. When he askat the United States naval academy. ed why, Joe said that the doctor told
(Oh, deah me, Reggie. Pass me a him to exercise with dumbells.
split infinitive I )
Can you imagine it? Chas. Carson
Psychologists claim the emotions expects us to believe that it was so
of love, shyness, embarrassment, ang- cold at breakfast the other morning
er, and joy can be expressed by the that the grapefruit snowed in his eye.
position 6f the legs.
Thanlcs for listening folks.
Goodnight
If ice is frozen too hard, it is useless for skating.
I
Everybody has a goiter. There are
37 different varieties of them.
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The silver in the American dollar
is worth 25 cents. (Well, anyway it
An angle worm has more feet than
used to be.)
a thousand legged worm.
A baseball thrown by a speedy big
Rudy Valee and orchestra will furleague pitcher reaches the plate about nish the music at the President's in2-5 of a second after it leaves his paw. auguration ball, March fourth.
There are hundreds"""of 25 karat
Guess Roosevelt will be welcomed
diamonds embedded in the floor of in the White House with a "hey nonthe Cuban capitol. (Anything to make nie-nonnie and a hot cha-cha." (Not
the poor madder.)
to mention a couple boop-boop-adoops.)
Police cars and police truclcs must
have license plates, but fire apparaThe June bug is a May beetle.
tus don't. (Oh for the life of a fireman.)
Camel's hair brushes are made of
squrrels' hair.
New York has about 35 pel' cent
less sunshine than states on the west
The biggest telescope in the world
coast, where they always have "unus- is located at Mount Wilson observaual" weather.
tory in California. It totals 100 in.

Heard in Passing

The second biggest telescope is 72
inches at the Dominion Astronomical
The jury system may be shot full of observatory Victoria, B. C., Canada.
holes, but what's better?
Catgut, the material which tennis
Was there ever a man had any racquets are strung with comes from
courage when he had disturbed a sheep. (Bah.)
hornets' nest?
The banana is a berry.
The Amateu;A;hletic Union has
Anybody who wasn't a born fool
made a pretty good king in the Midselected a strong 7-man track team to
dIe ages.
compete in Europe this summer.
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We Defend Our Proctors
Why is it that so many students look upon th~
proctors as hard-boiled policemen? Why do they think
that the proctors merely watch you so that they may
report you?
, Our proctors are one of the best groups in Pittsburg Senior High. They are not a bunch of cranks as
some think; they are there to help the students, each
and everyone.
Anytime you want to· ask a question, the proctors will gladly answer you. They are a blessing to the
new students at the beginning of the year and even
later on. Wouldn't you rather see a nice orderly school
than one in which the students may go anyway they
please?
/"
Asailin' We Will Go
The Capper paper states sixty-four Americans,
tired of the depression and being out of work, took an
old fashioned "windjammer.'.' and went to sea. Among
these are artists, scientists, doct.ors, nurses, architects,
engineers, lawyers, writers, and men from almost all
the ordinary occupations. They are either out of work
or just have nothin gto do at the present time. The
ship has also been idle. They have no special goal but
will wander aimlessly hither and. yon. Of course, some
of the artists will paint, writers write, but probably
idleness will be the main occupation.
Queen-King Fight
Loyalty has been worked to the utmost from time
immem.orial. If a reporter is told to write an editorial,
his first thought is "Loyalty-everyone must be loyal".
It makes a good story; it is true; but it is not often
read. Everybody can't be loyal to everything all the
time; but once in a blue moon, even a trite subject can
be made new.
Here is a different slant': Forget that you are tired
of being loyal. Forget everthing but your own class.
For the time being, stop rooting for P. H. S. and remember only that you. are a sophie, or a junior, or a
senior, as the case might be.
Let's have a war! Or anyway, a red hot contest!
Fight! Fight for your class! That year-book of ours
is going to be worth its weight in gold, and it's going
to be no little honor to the class who succeeds in winning the throne for the year.
Which class has the most peppy workers? Of course
ours has! Get that "grand old spirit"-and may the
best man win!

When overproduction becomes too
The members are BiJI Carr and
great, that means we are working
Gene Venzke, both of the University
too many hours.
of Pennsylvania; Ben Eastman of
Stanford; Jim Bausch, K. C. A. club;
No man is happy where he thinks
Ralph Metcalf, of Marquette; George
there is a possibility of committing
Spitz, world's indoor high j~mp recan error in etiquette.
ord holder; and although the last is
not certain, it will probably be George
The man who believes he is as Salin, Olympic high hurdle champion.
smart as you are, has to be, or he'll
be unhorsed sooner or later.
They will compete in Stockholm,
Every move toward getting a city and probably in France, Germany,
manager is an unconscious tribute to and Italy.
the Mussolini form of goverment.
-------DENTAL APPOINTMENTS
How imperfect we are in every
particular is not realized until we
9:00. Miss Gussie Geefer: You
read the magazine ads for beautifi- know, doctor there's just one thing
cation and health.
about coming here that I don't like-tee-heel-and that's the drill I
About all that lessens one's confiDentist: Ha-ha-hal
dence in himself as a huntsman is
9:15. Mr. Spike Sapolcito:· Yeah,
being taken for a squirrel and shot doc, der's jes' one t'ing 'bout dis toot
at. And yet there are those that are racket wot gives me dewillies--hehtaken for squirrel's food.
heht--an' dat's de drill I
Technocrcay? What is it? What's
Dentist: Ha-ha-hal
9:30. Mrs. Cohen: Vell; dector, as I it all about? Is it a new political
WORDS OF WISDOM
vas sayin' to Morris only las' night, paTty? Such were the questions reSword of common sense! Our sur- it's jus' ven part I don' like about it turned to a Booster reporter when he
asked several of the students of P. H.
-oiy-oiyl-an' dot iss del' dri1l!
est gift.-Meredith.
S. their opinions on this particular
Dentist: Ha-ha!
Verse hath more power to soothe
9:45. Mr. Benker: You' know, doc- question. Some of the students had
than prose.-Keble.
The days that make us happy make tor, unlike many people, visiting the even began to wonder if he were
the dentist really has no terrors for crazy. The following answers were
us wise.-Masefteld.
He jests at scars that never felt a me. In fact, there's only one thing given when the question, "What do
about it that I don't like--ha-hal-and you really think of technocracy?" was
wound.-Shakespeare •
asked.
Prudent, captious self-control is that is the drilll
Eileen Stephenson, "Oh, I don't even
Dentist: Hal
wisdom's root.- Burns.
n Is a strange desire to seek power 10:00 Lieutenant Smith: Yea, doc- think about it."
tor, I find army life very interesting.
Earl Herman, "What is it?"
and to lose liberty.-Bacon.
Dan Ponto, "I think it's the bunk."
Humble because of knowledge; However, theT's one thing about it
I don't like--Arkl ark I Ee-e-e-e-e-e
Fred Shepard, "Ah-Er-Ah-Well, I
mighty by aacrifice.- Kipling.
don't know what to say."
'Tis a sure sign of work goes merrily Yowl
Dentist (Shoving It down patient's
Wayne Priestly, "I don't believe in
when folks sign at it.-Bickerstafl'.
it; It must be a fizzle."
The greatesb of faults, I should SRY, throat): And that's the drilll!
Ernest Drunagal, Don't worry, I'm
II to be conscious of none.-Carlyle.
Not Even Molecules Are Seen
not going to give my opinion on it."
No one Is exempt from talking nonCass Levi, "I think just the opposite
lense; the misfortune Is to do it solWe are assured that no one has ever of Mr. Jordan. What does he say?"
emnly.--Montaigne.
seen an atom, an electron, or even 11
Mr. Jordan, "Technocracy is a coinPersonal nomination for the
molecule.
ed word to represent a newly promost lovabl rlrl, Harriet Bumg mer.
It would take a microscope sever 1 posed economic ystem. Probably. the
Our id of a perfect combination- hundred times more powerful than main idea was to invent an economic
Wanda Sedoril'a blond hair and brown our present ones for us to be able to system where by the machine wlll
ey
JUIt bo doem't love to he r I
even lome of the largest mole- work and p y wages to the m n disthe ~harminr nd full thro ted laugll culel.
plac d."
of
or R
l' The bool's most The n
st w come to eeln th
Mr. Hufl'm n, "Like mo t II newly
CO!Dp
E
01' D
Y and ill to vi w tiny bit of
~1' which coiDed orell, I
acy" I. much
Btcllw'd~n.
co III pilllfo 01
ted Uittlt"'1Ulllmuillq

Neighboring New8

Carl Ritchey: "We'lI be going into
~=============-.J)
hysterics next."
It's getlting terrible. Every time
Donald Lane: "What did you make you pick up a high schoo paper,
on that typing test?"
there's an article about some of the
student looking for Gracie Allen's
Jack Graham: "I'd rather give my long-lost brother.
report tomorrow, Jordan."
Zangara, the would-be assaeain of
Maurine Willmetz: "I'm glad you're President-Elect, Franklin D. Roosesitting by me now."
velt, wanted to know why the judge
was so kind after the sentence to
Opal Pence: "What shall I say?" eighty years had been passed on him.
He said, "Why don't you make it
Ellen Harper: "Ohl Were you abo one-hundred years?" He knew he
sent yesterday? We sure missed you." wouldn't have to spend at least the
forty there anyway.
Walter Bl'adshaw: "I'll give you
two dollars if you'll do it."
Headlines in the Southwest Trail
Southwest High SchOOl, Kansas City,
Shirley Jean Smith: "Well, it seems Missouri, said, "Office places Eight
as though the whole art class were Pupils On Honor Roll." In all other
here."
schools the puples have to place
themselves on the honor 1'011.
Katherine Parker: "Do you have
your drawings finished today?':
The seniors of the Paseo High
Juanita Gilbert: "Do you still have School will get out seven days early,
according to their school paper. Well f
that letter 'N'?"
the seniors in all high schools should
Betty Mae Jenkins: "I can't find get out that early. We think the
Anna Katherine. Have you seen her?" under-class men will not mind that
for some day they wHl be big senors:
Ruby Phelps: "You want me to
type this now, Mrs. Peterson?"
Ft. Scott High School has the district tournament there this year. It
Margaret Covell: "Please, don't put will be held in Memorial Hall. They
that in the Booster."
are making new baskets to keep
players from being injured by runnBill Priestly: "Dick here will tell ing into the posts that are on the old
you."
baskets.
Rosamond Atkins: "Humph! I don't
Seven hundred and seventy-two
think that's even funny<'
students were absent on Feb. 7, at
Paseo high school, Kansas City, Mo.
Glennice Ferguson: "Hello, I haven't 'fhe cause for all these absences was
seen you for a long long time."
just a blizzard.
Maurice Moran: "Can't you see
where the booles belong?"

Columbus high school is going to
have an all school carnival. They had
to wait until all the other schools
Mildred Stewart: "Doesn't the world
made a big success with a carnival
seem a rosy place to live in? I think
before they would venture the risk.
so at least."
Clela Malone: "Oh, that was the
funniest thing that ever happened'"
Jean Fain: "Don't even mention itl"

--

Ted Grassi occupies this place of
honor as senior boy of the week. Just
in case you don't know, Ted is that
tall, slim, good natured fellow whom
you may have seen manipulating the
business end of a broom after school
hours. He has dark wavy hair and
brown eyes. He is a speech and dramatics student, so naturally he is not
.h.ashful.

is an old saying that goes,
and his money are soon
but no one has ever told me
two got together in the first

This cute little miss has black hair,
dark brown eyes, is just the right
size, and is a junior. Her parents
christened her Margaret, her friends
call her Marg, and her last name is
Wiman. She may be seen most anywhere and usually with Shirley Wilson.

Albert Martin: "Say, where did you
find it?'"
Marjorie Covell: "Where have you
been keeping yourself? I never see
you anymore."

V_razy
l\Jratz
There
I'A fool
parted,"
how the
place.

Personality Sketches

Mona· Helm is of that unusual type

If you expect your money to work so seldom found in high school, or

for you when you are old, you will anywhere else, for that matter. She is,
have to take care of it while you are red-headed and quiet with a sweet dis-,
young.
position! Her hail' isn't of the fiaming,.
carrqty hue but is a dark auburn•.
. Always tell the truth when. you are Mona has brown eyes, a light comawake, and you need not worry over plexion sprinkled faintly with a few'
what you say when you talk in your golden brown freckles. Although quiet~
sleep.
and bashful, or because of these
traits, she has a charming personality.
Did you ever observe that a redheaded girl always notices another
Small and cute with black curly
l'ed-headed girl passing by? And they hair, brown eyes and light olive comsmile at each other whether they are plexion gives you a birds eye view of
acquainted or not. (Just watch some Helen Caruso, freshman. Whether her'
of them and see for yourself.)
name has anything to do with it or'
not, Helen has a really good voice..
People can marry and be happy She is one of P. H. S.'s honor stuon a very ,small income, but who dents.
cares to be happy now days? Happiness is old fashioned and what we
Lovers' Charms in London
want now is expensive excitement.
Among the strange "charms" against
"Have you heard the story of the disease still to be found in London
man who carried a quart of milk in a are beads of acorns, certain stones,
animals' teeth and oak apples; while
used by persons quite unacquainted paper sack?"
loove charms to recall straying s'Veetwith few, if any, of its true. applica"No."
tions to human life and industrial
"Well, I guess it hasn't leaked out hearts are still popular.
movements or outcomes. It bears careyet."
~==============
ful thought and investigation; but as
yet, is quite indefinite as to concluTUCKED IN NUTSHELLS
sions."
Which answers we consider to be
Ph
IU
no RoolIUI 201.201
about as abstract and in'definite as
DR. J. A. JENT, Dentl.t
technocracy.

Instructors and Prominent Students
Express Opinions on 'Technocracy

Professional Carda

X-RAY

TYPISTS FAVOR GABLE
Miss Rimmer's first year typists
have taken up the study of business
letters. Points to be noticed particularly are the very formal. semi-formal,
and the informal types of correspond.
ence.The letters must be centered.
When letters are transcribed from
long hand to typewriting, the pupil is
allowed to choose his own addressee.
Many letters have been written to
Buddy Rogers, but the greatest part
of the girls favor Clark Gable, Elmer
Zilch nd a Mr. Glotz are also popul r
and a favorite of the boys.

C ment is
which enabl
throurh

\Natlonal Bank Building

F. S. Robison
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Society

Hally, Gentry Choose
Typing Room for Fall

Another Member of
the Nomadic Tribe

At her home, 717 West 7th street,
Gertruc41 Sellmansberger entertained
the ABC club, Monday night, FebruPerhaps Bill Halley thought he
ary 18.
was either a pierret, a ballet dancer,
PrIze were won by Mary Hut and or maybe a bird when he perched hl~
Helen Duncan Lena Pender was a self upon one of the typmg tables In
/lUBetl. These ~embers were present: the typing room the other day. Bill
Patty Webb, Diana Ferguson, Theda had the attention of everyone in the
Jones Florence Sammons Mary Hill room centered upon him. Merrily he
HeIer: Duncan Elizabeth Gall and stepped ar?und until his foot ~lipped.
the ho~tess
'
' W i t h no table beneath him, he wasn't
.
quite so graceful. Thump, booml
Opal and Othal Pence were the BOunded tlu'oughout the room. All the
host and hostess, Sunday, February bystanders stood up.' Bill had taken
12, to these guests: Katherine Irwin, one step too many; he fell right on
Edith Sammons, Marie Cutburth Lawrence Gentry's lap; and over they
Winlfred Pence, Merle Stradley: went chair and all. The chair may not
Oharles Harlan, Earnest Ray and have been hurt, but the boys, ears
George Ray.
' a n d faces were sl: 'htly dyed when
they got up from the floor with as
much manly pride as they could mustBURNING WORDS
er.
"Where have you been 7"

Who says old P. H. S. has lost all
her attractive powers 1 Although
almost every senior utters a sigh of
relief when handed a much soughtafter diploma, he is usually pretty
glad to return to his old haunts and
reestablish old friendships, and renew
old acquaintanceships.
'
Many graduates have recently been
seen snooping around the halls and
classrQ.oms, each one proudly surveying the gift left by his "immortal"
class and explaining to some poor
deluded sophie, who stanQS with his
mouth hanging aghast, how things
used to be run when he and the rest

We still would like awfully to know
the idea of burning the who the girl is with the beautiful eyes;
however, we haven't given up but we
are beginning to feel a little silly ask"Well, you spent more than that ing people if we may please see their
eyes. Watch this column. You never
on yourselfl"
can tell when the name is going'to be
"Do you always trump your part- announced and it may be yours.
ner's ace 7"
This little beauty hint is about your
, "And be sure you wash out the hair. Whether it be red, black, yellow
white or brown, you can certainly
bathtub I Last time you-"
help the looks of it considerably by
"I don't like it. Not the. right style brushing, brushing, brushing and
for a fat woman."-Pathfinder Maga- more brushing. Give it the gloss and
shine it has the right to have. Here is
zine;
the proper way to brUSh your tresses.
Sparklets
Take a good stiff brush, seat yourself
ECONOMISTS LEARN TERMS
on a low stool, put YOjlr head down
He was her fourteenth. So she
The economics class, under the real low, and brush one hundred called him Louis.
strokes
starting
from
the
base
of
the
direction of Miss Stamn, have been
studying man's progress from his head and continuing on down to the
Love makes the world go round.
; earliest stage, hunting and 11shing, end of your hair. Make your strokes But so does "one over the eight."
rapid
and
concise,
but
hard.
You
will
through the .pastoral, agricultural,
There are only two ways of making
handicraft, and down to the indus- be surprised at the difference in the everybody watch you: Become either
trial stage, which is the stage of to- looks.
famous or a middle-aged bachelor.
day. They are just ,entering into real
Brilliant Thoughts: An added atstudy of e<!onomlcs, according to Miss
GEMS OF THOUGHT
Stamn. The latest subject taken up traction to our school when visitors
is that of diagrams, showing initial condescend to enter these stately porThe surest road to failure' is to do
utility and diminishing utility down tals, is the beautiful Irene Deil. She things mechanically.-William Lyon
to marginal utility. Some of the sits in her respective proctor chair Phelps.
terms commonly heard in Miss and adds glamor to austere surroundIn this world, it is not what we
Stamn's class room are as follows: ings. An after thought: She would be take up but what we gi.ve up that
wants, purchasing power, utility, an added attraction to any school.
makes us rich.-H. W. Beecher.
marginal utility, infinite utility, and
It is a higher exhibition of Christdemands. Under the excellent direcHow envious we old and dignified ian manliness to be able to hear
tion of Miss Stamm, the economics seniors are of Virginia Hill, the girl trouble than to get rid of it.-H. W.
students are learning to apply these with the indefatigable energy. How Beecher.
terms to cases.
we sit and sigh, wishing we could hop
The most important thought I ever
about with the vim and vigor that our had was that of my individual responIris Adapts Itself
dashing and adorable junior does. Our sibility to God.-Daniel Webster
From the stucQr of geographical idea of a symphony in brown~Billy All men, if they work not as in the
distribution of the iris, it appears Chesser. We vote Virginia Hay as Great Taskmaster's eye, will work
that the two central and southern having the brightest but most beauti- wrong, and work unhappily for themlocations are central and southern Eu- ful red hair of anyone in high school. selves and for you.-Carlyle.
~ope and the Orient especially China.
There are three things that ought
For the most part, however, the VAN NEST AND GRAVES
to be considered beforo some things
exotic species are thoroughly at home
PUBLISH NEWSPAPER are spoken-the manner, the place
on the American continent' and in
and the time.-Robert Southey.
certain sections have established
Eugene Van Nest ami Jesse Graves
themselves as freely as any native
A fortune is usually the greatest
published a four page newspaper
plant.
Wednesday, February 16, under the the muscles out of the limbs, the brain
supervision ~ of Leroy Brewington, of mis fortunes to children. It takes
printing instructor. The paper is out of the head, and virtue out of the
about one-fourth the size' of the heart.
WORK CALLED FOR AND Booster and has three columns on If I have but enough for myself and
each page. The name of the publica.
DELIVERED
family, I am steward only for myself
tion is the "Compositor."
106 W. 4th St.
Phone BOa
Van Nest, sophomore, is the editor; and them; if I have more, I am but
and Jesse Graves, a senior, is the a steward of that abundance for
others.-Hebert.
Commercial Printing, Bookbinding, make-up editor. This publication is
of
the
many
projects
of
students
one
Office Supplies, Stationary, and
in the printing department.
Many Supplies Suitable for
Information Bureau

I

Commerce Shoe Repair

School

Everyone no doubt ~as heard the
saying that "curiosity. killed the cat,"
Corner 7th and Broadway
That may apply to the cat but it doesPittsburg,. Kansas.
n't to the commercial Jaw students.
The mOl'e curious they are the more
llIteresting the subject becomes. At
the present, according to Miss Hatton,
the petite inst1'uctor, tho students are
'UNDERTAKING CO.
wondering as to the subject form of
AMBULANCE SERVICE
PATRONIZE BOOSTER ADVERTISERS
two tests to be given this week over
PHONE 14
the recently completed first unit in
their textbook. The said unit includes
MOVING - STORAGE
two divisions; namely, sources of laws
Reliable and Safe
and contracts. Miss Hatton declares
Merchants Trans!er there are some very interesting and
amusing as well as enlightening disWarehouse Co.
12th and Broadwa,
Phone ••a cussions carried on among the studOyer Newman'.
Phone 782
ents. If anyone should have happened
to step into this particular class the
other day he would have felt sorry
PULLMAN GRILL
for a certain young gentleman known
24-Uour Snappy Service
as Thomas Evans. Firmly declares
he once worked for a man who
Lunch-Counters, Tables, and Booths that
always prtl-dated his checks two
t
weeks ahead of time; the result was
(rt=============~~i\ I of course, that he had to wait two
Eat at
weeks to get his one week's wages,
O. G. INN
"That's just an example of some of
the amusingl incidents produced by
13th & Broadway
t h 'Pl "d I
H tt

ELLSWORTH

Rembrandt
Studio

SPRING
SUITS
HATS
and

XFO DS

Asks Favors
When recently a 'woman was falteringly asked to grant a simple
favor, she gently replied, "Here's a
formula I apply when I need help:
I ask myself whether or not I should
happy to do this for someone else,
If I should, I don't hesitate to ask,"
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Batten's B~kery
206 South Broadway
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-Men with more ideas th n words.
-Men with opinions that will change,
but convictions that will not.
-Factories that pl'oduce men as good
the merchandise.
-<lId world to civilize, not new
worlds to conquer.
-A reliirlon of action, not argument.
-A God who Is Inter sted in the
mallest trouble of the humbl st

man.
-M n who
eo'MCLlace

of the important men of America
were attending school.
After all, these modern Hannibal's
must really approve of the present
system of management and the present student body, else why would
they return 1 (We most sincerely beg
your pardons, faculty members). ~y
would they be so interested in helping
us to realize how important they are 1
But recalling all reflections previously cast, the graduates who return,
as you have probably noticed, are usu!1lly those who have really done
something noteworthy. We're for you,
OLD'GRADS! Visit us often.

Run Around
So YOU wanna see Mr. Engledroph,
huh 1 Well, now, Mr. EngledJ'oph is
a pretty hard man to see--heh-hehl
The best way for you to do would be
to arr.a.nge an appointment with Mr.
Geefus, ~xplain your proposition to
him, and then he may take it up With
Mr. Engledroph.•..Well, now, Mr.
Geefus is pretty hard to see too--heh
-hehl The best way to catch him
would probably be to arrange an appointment with Mr. Kooker. In fact,
that's your best bet. Mr. Kooker, and
if he likes ~t he might take you right
in to Mr. Geefus...Well, now, Kooker1 Lemme see.•..The way to see
Mr. Kooker, I think, would be to arrange an appointment thru his secretary, Miss Getch ... Yeah, she handles all his appointments, you know.
And I guess the best way to get a
break with Miss Getch would be
through young Perkins-heh-hehl I
notice he takes her out to lunch every
day and, confidentially; they seem to
be pretty thick. • •
Oh, Perkins 7 Well, now, I think the
best way to reach Perkins-Yeah the
best way to reach him would be
through Jenks. And here's why: It
seems that Jenks and Perkins were in
the Army together 'and Jenks saves
Perkins' life, so when Jenks comes
back disabled and can't handle his old
job-which is the one Perkins has now
-Perkins goes right to the bat for
his old buddy and gets Mr. Engledorph to put him on here as night
janitor. Yeah, Jenks sure stands inwith Perkins all right.
Jenks 1 Heh-heh. Oh I guess I can
get you to Jenks without any trouble.
But listen. What did you 'wanna see
him about1
APPLICANT: Er-why, I thought
I would ask' Jenks if he would get me
me in to Perkins so that I could prevail upon Perkins to fix'it up for me
to arrange through Miss Getch, an
appointment with Mr. Kooker for the
purpose of negotiating a meeting with
Mr. Geefus so that Mr. Geefus might
make it possible for me eventually to
ask Mr. Engledorph--The big stiff
who does he think he Is-Greta Garbo 1

Basketball, Fort Scott thero_.Fsb. 25
Debate ".__,_..__. .____
28
P. T. A.__,______________
28
Basketball, Columbus there-Mar. 8
Preliminary Music Contest_
17
Faculty Club
1!1
Junior Class Play_____
24
P T. A.
",_________
28
arty Teachers' Club
April 11
Hi-Y Banquet
._
18
G. R. Reception
14.
Faculty Club________
18
P. T. A.______________
26
GIRLS GET SEN'fIMENTAL
AND COMPOSE fOETRY

They say girls "ain't'got no sense,"
that is the boys think so, but they
should have been in Miss Gable's
home room on Valentine's Day. All of
the girls made up a Valentine poem.
There were funny ones, silly ones,
sentimental ones, clever ones, pretty
one's romantic ones, good ones, bad
ones, and long and short ones. However after some careful selecting
these two were chosen as the most
outstanding ones:
It's February 14, 1933
The sun it isn't shining,
And the sky is very blue;
But the happy bells are ringing
Since the postman came at two.
Hand in hand down by the lake
Side by side just watcht th m skate
There's
another busier 'n you 'n me,
Dame Rumor Says Cupid hasn't
forgotten it's February
. 14, 1933.
Othal Pence has decided that the
-Maude Kuykendall.
chemistry room perhaps is not the
best place to sleep anyway. Having In the month of February
been caught asleep three times he
There .comes a day
thinks that there may not be a fourth When love and sweethearts
time in which he 'vill have a chance
Have their play.
to explain.
A day on which all loves are told
Bought, exchanged and even sold.
You can't put anything over on A heart with a love token will ne'er
go astray
Miss Gable anymore When Friday
evening (or Booster day) rolls around If tliey'll just peep round on Valentine's day.
she says, "Now· what have I done or
-Eula Sipes.
said this time 7"

What's Wrong With Our School?

This and That

"I, haven't enough to pay the bills."

MOORE BROS.

-The Nomadic race has indeed left
it's mark in P. H. S. The old sayin~
"once a wanderer, always a wanderer'
is very much true according to reports of the various gypsy teachers
In our high school.
Miss Costello, the latest addition
to our nomadic tribe, is not content
to trade rooms once a semester ~ut
~st change her place of habitation
three times every day. Perhaps this
would be an ideal situation if sho
could remember everything she needs
for the next class; but as a result of
unknown reasons, she seems to be
everlastingly missing some important tool as soon as she reports to
another room. By the time she arrives, her desire is usually abated and
she sends someone else on the errand.
The entire couroe of her wandering
during the day consists of the first
three hours on the second floor, the
fourth hour in the southwest room on
the third floor, and the last two hours
in the typing room on the west side
of the same floor.
Unfortunately everything that goes
up has to come down and at the close
of school she must go down to the
second floor and report' again to her
morning room to gather together belongings which she has left behind.

Activity Calendar

According to Miss Stephens a hint
to the wise should be sufficient. Isn't
that so Gene 7
"Place my picture by so and so's"
may be heard from mostly any passing senior; or maybe it's "Have you
got your cards yet 7 Give me one,"
John Scalet non'chalantly walked
over to the pencil sharpener in Jordan's room. He heard a "hee-hee"
waver over the room. When he turned that he might enjoy the joke also
he found that he was the center of attraction. Well, what would anyone do
when he discovered the pencil sharpener had been moved to the other side
of the room 1

I

WONDERS
(Not Advertised)
August mornings in the high Sierras.

Bob Nesch, the flaming, frivolous,
fantasic red head has been seen hurriedly dodging in and out of news
stands, looking for a Friday Evening
Post. It has been heard that when his
mother wants to prevent a raid on the
ice box, she just sends Bob up town
for the Friday Evening Post. This littIe task will keep him busy, away
from all troubles.

STUDYING ONE·ACT PLAY
Pantomines and reports are weelcly
features in Mr. Row's dramatic art
class at the present. During the last
week, Mr. Ro;y has been reading oneact plays to the group. Later in the
year he will present these in chapels.
The class has been studying the
different types of stage settings from
the new text book, "The Stage and the
School,"
Jewels in Industry
Rubies, sapphires, garnets and diamonds are the jewels used chiefly in
watch bearings. They are also used,
together with agates and other jew,
els, in electrical and surveyors's instruments, meters compasses, clocks,
phonographs and various other prestones used for technical purposes
would include all of the above, as
distinguished from their use merely
for ornament or jewelry.
BOOST THE BOOSTER

THE
COLLEGIATE

"Gee, I'm in a hurry," stated Har-

109 East Cleveland

old Sinn, as he grabbed a typing I '==============~
chair and would have proceded to I '
type. Upon taking a second look at the WRIGHT'S GREENHOUSES
chair, however, he changed his mind.
"Say it with flowers"
Half of the chair was absent.
JUSTICE NEEDS MERCY

201 West Kansas

BON TON CLEANERS
Justice alone, fundamental as it
Any 8 Garments Cleaned and
is, will seldom kindle holinss in a
Pressed
quenched or burns bub dimly. It is
justice illuminated with mercy that
floods the world with ineffable good· Phone 642
Phone 642
ness and grace.

$1.00

CONEY ISLAND LUNCH

FRESH
MEATS

10th and Broadway
Sunset on the desert in New MexIco.

HAMBURGERS AND CHILLI

Dawn awakening at Monarch Pass
in the Rockies.

Pittsburg Steam Laundry

Largest retail market ..
Sautheast Kansas

Phone Bill
The government highway through
the Mescalero Indian reservation.
Winter evenings at the base of the
Catalina mountains.
The subtle tang in tho air rising
with mist from tho San Francisco
Bay.

Phone 287

8ATISFAClI9N GUARANTEED

Hagman Candy
Co.

II

Bee
II
Boa N. 8cl1".

Phaae 118

PHONE 3204

Twilight coming long the sparkling blue Rio Grande at Taos Pueblos.
msur Dee F cts
A mutual insurance company Is n
org nlzatlon owned and controlled by
its policyhol~s. All profl
are
shared among Its owners, who are
and can only be policyholders. A reciprocal insurance comp ny i
n
organiz tlon working through an attorn y-in-fact, to whom Is irlven tha
power to
Id 11 of the tnaa

Com to th Inn
The Place You've Been Looking for

Hn_· ......·••... er a
107

at 8 h

Chilli
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Track Aspirants
Getting into Shape

Feminine Cagers

Iysta "Shorty" Dudgeon, although
only five feet one inch 0011, happens to
Several Lettermcn Will Bc Bue!1 be one of the shiftiest and quickest
to Resumc Practice for
guurds in this high school.
1933 SIJnson
She s president of G. A. A , plays
gUllrd on Fletcher's team, and· should
Pittsburg High's truck athletes will be influential to help it win the G. A.
soon be checking out equipment for championshjp.
the forecoming season. Some of the
boys have ulready started pructicing
A forward worthy of notice in this
The half milers und miters have bcen unworthy column is Elsie Oldhum,
t b
.
who plays on Wilmll Fletcher's team.
working s I'n ce 0 coer,
l'lllllllng sev.
eral races with ollhel' schools at the, GUlll'ds mean nothll1g to hel:" for she
halves dur'ng f tb 1 1 .
possesses that well Imown
uncanny
Sev~ral Imem~~rsa olai;::- year" eye" for the ~as1<et which outwits ~he
th'
guurd evel'ytul1e and leaves her WIth
tea 111 wl'll bC b UC 1{, 0 IT'
cl'lng ell' sel'. ,•
vices f 01. P • 1·1 • S
Oth II I P ence, J 0 ' her
mouth open ,~ondermg how ElSie
•
I' 1 .
Castagno, and Julio Bond ure the I t It It.
For fast, decisive playing no bet~er
half-milel's, who will probably repI' ,_
sent the high school his year. harles 'an be found that that of Maxllle
Harlan speciali7.es in the 440-yard Shaw who plays running center on
dash and the relays. Rip Wills may Coldwel~'s team. S~e should make .a
do his best bet, pole-valting Ralph name fot· herself III basketball thIS
and Bob aldwell arc sensaLionll in year alt>hough she Is only a sophothrowing the weights and running more.
the dashs and relays, respectively.
With such a group of athletes, P.
H. S. is confident of making a name
again in this year's tmck meet.
"Kid frol1l Spain" a Riot of Color,
Beanty and Songs
Doesn't it get YOUl' goat when after

Cantor at Cozy

six hours of continual labor, you have
completed a jig-saw puzzle and me
all excited about it and .then you
glance at a line on the box which
reads, "average tithe for 12 year old
child, 2 hours and 35 minutes."

I Pungent P'arag,·aphs Parson Center
Takes Lead in
High Point Race

S. E. Ie. BASU:ETBALL STANDING
PUI' OI1S
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.
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Flying fish do not fly.
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To prove a man may change his
sentiments about a certain thing, a
Kansas City man who swore at his
1026 ;nodlll automobile half the morning recenl;}y risked his life to save the
old faithful frotn a burning building. Trailed Closely by Fort Scott

"'Final standing.

Dragons Journey to
Columbus Noses Out
M'eet Ft. Scott High
Fort Scott, 26-21

After a week of no opposition, the
Purple Dragons of Pittsburg High
School will travel to Ft. Scott, SatUl'day night, to meet the high rating
Tigers who have lost only one league
game while the Pit'tsburgers have lost
two. The game is to be played at Convention Hall.
'l'his is the second time the two
teams have met this year with Pittsburg winning the first game by a
close score on their home court.
Coach Snodgrass will probably take
his complete squad which is composed
of the following players: Nathan
Newman, Dennis Noor, Bill Morgan,
Joe Cumiskey, Max Maletz, Milford
Brown, Carl Edw~;'ds, Clyde Skeen,
Murray Flynn and Clarence Stephenson. The starting lineup will probably
be Maletz, Cumiskey, or Stephenson
at forwards; Newman at center; 'and
Brown, Noor, or Morgan at guards.
Ft. Scott has two heavy. scorers in
BrinklJlan, guard, and Lewelling,
center; however, PittSburg's leading
scorer, Max Maletz, will be at his best
to show them up.

It is certain that spring is here
now. Peru and Columbia have been
'true to the old established fact that
with the breezes of spring come Johnny Albertson of the Viking Quin.
thoughts of war.
tet Takcs First in League
Scoring
The Irish potato is not Irish.

Three Dragons on List

ll,;;============================d
~

Play Tiger Crew at Convention Hall
Saturday .Night in S. E.IC
League Contcst

Center and Columbus
Forward

Tin cans are not tin.

The scoring spree that Parsons
staged against Coffeyville last week
resulted in Johnny Albertson, Parson
center, reaching the top of the scoring
ladder in the S. E. K. circuit.
Having played one less conference
game than Albertson, McComak of
Columbus has been removed from the
top of the list and placed in fourth
position.
The towering Vildnk center is jus
a shade ahead of Phipps of Independence. Albertson has a total of 88 points
for an average of 9 5; while Phipps
has collocted 37 points to boost his
average to 9.25.
Cose behind these two leaders are
Lewelling of Fort Scott and McComak
of Columbus. The gangling Bourbon
county center has swished the bucket
enough times to collect 35 points and
an average of 8.75 pel' game. McComak
is still in the race with 32 points and
7.33 average
Maletz has boosted his standing to
fifth place while Stephenson, another
Dragon, is right on his heels. These
two players team together at the forward positions on the Purple cage
team. Max has put the ball through
the hoop 10 times from the field and
9 from free throw line giving a total
of p9 points for an average of 7.25.
"Stevie" has one less and an average
Ed Wynn has stated that he never of 7 points per game.
Noor, Dragon center, is also in the
"Pulls" a joke that he has seen in
print. (My, he must be a poorly read list of players who have scored an
average of 3 points or more a game
man.)
His standing is 3.25 per game.
.
Saving the Pennies
It requires only a very small deBlack ink is made from white mushgree of saving or spending to lead rooms.
to comparative wealth or poverty,
even in one generation. As Micawber
DELICIOUS COFFEE
said, a man with an income of one
pound a week will ultimately reach
Served at
poverty if he spends just one penney
more a week and reach opulence if
he spends just one penney less.

This year Chicago is preparing to
present to the world its Century of
Progress Exposition; and just recentDcfcats Tigers in Important Leaguc ly the mayor of that city was shot
Tilt to Rcmain Undefeated
by a fanatic in Miami, Florida, much
in S. E. K.
the same way it was done a hundred
years ago. Progress?
The Columbus Titans clowned the
Fort Scott Tigers in a hard fought
Knute Roclme has been selected by
South East Kansas League tilt at Col- fifty of the nation's leading sports
umbus last Friday.
critics as the gl'eatest sports leader
The game was the most important in the last decade by an overwhelming
one in the league and leaves the vic- margin. His closest competitor was
Tex Rickard, who received more than
tors with a clean league record.
The score at the end of the first a hundred less votes than Rockne.
half was tied at 11-all and once Fort One reason why Rickard lacked many
Scott had a margin of 18 to 17 over votes was because many of the critthe Titans, but the Columbus scoring ics said Rickard's success came thru
.
led by Allen, forward ,piled up until Dempsey.
the final resulted 5 points in favor of
Connie Mack was third choice; Milthe C. C. H. S.
This defeat for the Fort Scott crew ler Huggins, fourth; Howard Jones,
puts them in third place, one step fifth; and John McGraw, sixth.
ahead of the P. Ir."S. quintet.
A penny is worth two cents.
The box score:
Columbus (26)
What makes it difficult to listen to
FG FT F
Allen, f
_ _
_ 5 1 2 Ed Wynn over the radio, the Fairfax
McCormack, f
_
3 0 1 Forum believes, is knowng that he is
Sutherland, c
_ 0 0 2 getting $7,500 for his half hour work.
Turrill, g
__
2 1 0 (No wonder he can laugh so easily.),
Holt, g
_
1 0 1
Butterflies taste with their feet.
Lewis, g ..
...__ __ _ 1 0 1

I

Promise by Samuel Goldwyn as the
biggest as well as the funniest picture
to come out of Hollywood this season,
"The Kid from Spain" comes to the
Cozy Theatre, for one week starting
Sunday, February 26.
It is the annual screen song-anddance .comedy of Eddie Cantor, succeeding his "'Palmy Days" of last season and "Whoopee" of the year before.
Eddie makes but one picture a year,
saving his energy, his' voice, and his
big laughs for a single big efl'ort.
"The Kid from Spain" is the story
of a button-eyed lad, who, getting
kiclled out of school with his roommate for suspicious goings-on in a
gil'!s' dormitory, gets involved in a
bank robbery and escapes to Mexico
disguised as Don Sebastian II, the
famous bull-fighter. He accepts the
acclaim of a great fete in his honor,
12 2 7
Totals
trying desperately to maintain his
Fort Scott (21)
......... "
'if masquerade until the minute he is
Sport Chatter
FG FT F
.
forced into the arena to fight the foul'
Crane, f
_._......_
__ 1 0 1
You may be interested in knowing Meeks, f
..
_ 0 0 0
b?lIs in the thrilling climax of the
pIcture.
that:
Lewelling, c __ _
._
3 2 0
"Sp~rt Spiel( a column which ap.1 Brinkmun, g .__ _
..3 0 1
_
__
1 1 1
Among the recent books is "God's pears In the PIttsburg Sun, has men- Seelye, g
__
_
1 0 2
. Gold," featuring John D. Rockefeller tioned Max Maletz, Clarence Stephen- Cooper, f
__
0 0 0
and His Times by John T. Flynn. Yes, son, and Nathan Newman as possiiJle \-YaITen, g
S. E. K. ailstars . . . If the Purple Collins, f
0 0 0
Times; not Dimes.
Dragons can win the ,remaining
- - ~
games, they will undoubtedly have at Totals
9 3 5
President
Hoover
told
Kit
Morely
I LOOK I\.T EDDIE I
least one player on the first squad, Referee-John F. Lance.
that perhaps what this countl·y needs
and possibly two on the second . . .
is a great poem. He should have got Alvin "Pidge" Burack, former College
Eddie Guest to write one for him to High stur, has just finished a successful season with the Morgan Sporters
sign.
SENIORS!
Miss Hatton reports that hei: bookof Joplin ... The team, which is made
keeping
classes
are
finishing
their
up of former P. H. S. stars, won the
Joplin city league ... Frontenac high third set of books. A few have alNICKEL INN
ready flnished and have had the books
Order your rings at Richard's
I school's
iJasketball team scored ex102 W.sI Thh'd
checked. According to miss Hatton,
Sample rings may be seen there
CHILLI
actly 2 points against College High of
this set is not much different from
PIE
EAC~
Pittsburg . . . Clyde Skeen, Carl EdCommerce Building
NOW!
the first two sets except that the cash
SANDWICHES
wards, Dennis Noor, Bill Morgan,
Phone 122
joumal is more complicated.
COFFEE and ROLLS
Stewart Davis, Murray Flynn, and
MILADY'S BEAUTY SHOPPE
Max Maletz are ull returning for
Tests are the word in industrial
Latest
style fingcr waves, marcels
basketball next year . . . Only New- geography as conceded by Miss Hat·, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
and other Beauty work by your favorman, Cumiskey, and Stephenson are ton. A number of tests have been I
ite Operator.
For
graduating . . . Henri Iba, fumous given during the past few weeks.
Velma Hackney Virginia Gatliff
horo'l a mUllcal
basketball coach of the Marysville Chapter five of the textbook, relating
Quality and Service
Dorothy Smith
Lida Rock
romanco thaI IcalOi
Teachers says that Emie Schmidt is to fiber and fiber plants, has just
Hotel Stilwell - Tel. 882
Phone 565
one of the greatest basketball players been completed by the cluss. A test
a now poak of dra·
Smart Wear For
he has ever seen . . . He shouldn't over this finished study will be given
matlc thrllh and
Women
say
player,
he
should
say
team,
the
Eat at AI's
Iwolplng, beooth·
this week.
SENIORS!
Chilli
._...
.05
way Ernie defeated his team by scorIon boauly I
Place
your
order
now
for
a
Gray's
Hamburgers, 3 for_
.10
only 20 of the Gorillas, 29 points ...
THI
Miss Costello declares that in adSandwitchs _.
_
.05
The Purple Dragons are liguring on dition to the regular routine work
ring or pin at RICHARD'S
SAMUEL GOLDWYN Procludl~n
Nut Roll .._
_
__ .05 •
going to the district tournament at of the advanced shorthand classes,
See samples in window. .
Fort Scott and Coach Snodgrass will they are working earnestly on their
Field" Grocery
SO. E. 14tb
take exactly nine pluyers, since that annual O. G. A. contest. The contest
is the limit set by the K; S. H. S. A. A. is announced in the December issue
CALL
of the Gregg Writer each year and
Remember O.tboll'.
must be completed and mailed by
A MONTH OR THREE
Skirts $1.95
W f,
FOR
HOURS TO SEE FAIR March 1st Each member of the class
High Grade Spices, Chilli
must submit a specimen of his best
Sweaters $1.95
._lftI.
Supplies and Teas
"And they say it would take a shorthand .form for the membership
with
Blouses $1.95
Birthday"
"Washington
contest. In 1931, according to the ineverything
in
that,"
Thc
Most Complete Line
month
to
sec
LYDA ROBERTI
in the City
said Carl Edwards, when Mr. Jordan structor, the class won a national
Party Orders
Tho W"'~wy Sox Monaco
Coats
showed the second hour physics class honor rating. Miss Costello hopes for
Quality Colfee Roasted Fresh
and THE GORGf.OUS
Suits
'a 'picture of the World's ,Fail' to be the best results of this entry.
Daily - 25 cents
GOLDWVN GIRLS
Dresses
held in Chicago next summer.
1I\0lt aoauliful Thll Sido of Hoavlnl
OSTHOFF'S
803 North Broadway
"Yeah, and on the box it says 'maxMiss. Costello states that in ad108 South Broadway
imum time, three hours,'" said Leo dition to a number of speed tests to
classes this week, project number }J;;;;;;;::;p::;;;;;::;;;;;:;::oo;;;;:;;;;=;;p::;;p:;p::;;;;;::;;;;;:;::oo;;;.'t 11 ;--=:;;;.;;:;;-;;;:;:;.;;;;::;;.;;;:;;-;;=;;.p::;-;p:;;;;-;;=;;.p::;.;;;;::;;.~
Frohlich.
Attend our big
"What'I" exclaimed Mr. Jordan, twenty-seven will be expected. This
HOWL SHOW"
"only three hours?"
six weeks requiresments'llre us fol- rr========""-,,,,-=-==============-"'-=-=-""==='!'1)
"Sure," said Frohlicl, "look on the lows; an accuracy of 36 words, three
Saturday Night
Have You Tried
speed tests with no more than five
box."
February 25th, 11:30
"Hold on, Frohlich," said Jordan, errors ranging from b6 words a minAdded stage attraction!
"we're talking about the World's ute for a D to 68 words for an A.
To All Music Students
New Certified Loaf?
Fail', not this jog-saw puzzle of it."
ARTISTS & MODELS
The first year typing classes are
of 1933
It's Dandy
busy writing letters to theh' teacher.
MOTHER OI~ BUNNY CARLSON
20 Live People
SUCCUMBS AT GARNETT However Miss-Rimmer says they are
Everytblftl Mu.loal
AT YOUR GROCERS
35c
Admission
only business lettel·s. Th'lY must be
perfectly
centered
she
declares.
This
MI·s. Birdie E. arlson died Tuesday, February 7, at the home of her worthy instructor stutes that she has
. . . . . . !+'
..
daughtel', Mrs. Ralph AI'cher of Garing an(all,gil'ls,
average too)
of forty
words a
who are
nett. Pneumonia was given as the pupils
minute.
cause of death.
JUST CALL
Mrs. Carlson was the mother of 'rhey are Louise Baade, Ruth Miller,
Arthur Theodore (Bunny) Carlson for and Nola Mundt. This year Miss
whom the Bunny Carlson chapter of Rimmel' plans to enter students in
H.Y in this school was named. Bunny the local College and state conteste.
Have Your Winter Cloth s Cleaned NOW for the Last Time
was killed in 11 steam shovel accident
Suits
in 1926. The members of the Bunny
We heard, oh yes, we did, that Miss
Carlson chapter expressed their sym- Helen Lanyon played forward on her
Dresses
paathy in a letter which they sent to school basketball team. At this time
Coats
Bunny's sister, Mrs. Dorothy C. (note: we didn't say wheen) the high
w n the old building at Eghth and
Archer.
Broadway nd the team pI y d out of
H
town te

If

It's

INSURANCE

Cozy Theatre I
One Big Week!
Starting Sunday
February 26th

I

Qtf

Among the Classes

===============

O. L. STAMM
INSURANCE

Grandview Dairy

Frohlich's

Gray's

U1u

Gray's

AN.

Plenty of Gray

.

"

1

KIDFROM SPAIN"

Pure Delite

P and G Bakery's

a

25% Discount

TEFUH

,

New Location·· 610 N. Broadway

mak-Il~~:::~:~:::::::::::::::~:::::~~

555--Phone-·555

o

I

Fink's

potl ss Cleaner

Smart Spring Hats
Clever New Blouses

New Shades and Styles
at

The Kelly hoppe

